


especially for real time needs. The performance parallel computer, positron-emitting isotopes) annihilate 
machine will be constructed by based on Sparc chips, and devel- with organic electrons, producing a 
Parsys (UK) and Telmat (F). oped by the PCI consortium of Meiko characteristic back-to-back pair of 

Major hardware tasks for CERN in (UK), Parsys (UK) and Telmat photons. Monitoring these particles 
this particular project are the devel- (France), in collaboration with provides a rapid three-dimensional 
opment of an interface between CERFACS (Centre Europeen de scan for medical diagnosis, 
these parallel processing compo- Recherche et Formation Avancee en CERN's contribution to HARMONY 
nents and the existing technology Calcul Scientifique, Toulouse) and aims to develop a complete PET data 
standards VME and HiPPI (a High major meteorological centres in acquisition system, based on 
Performance Parallel Interface). The France, Germany and the UK. transputers, giving image reconstruc-
development of an optical fibre link In this project, CERN is developing tion in real time. As well as serving 
capable of operating over 250 metres applications for data analysis, event for routine medical diagnosis, this 
will permit geographically distributed reconstruction, and simulation, while technology could be used in medical 
Transputer systems. the other partners develop large research, for example to study how 

There are immediate applications computer programs for meteorology. the brain works. With CERN in this 
for particle physics. Transputers have T h e third particle-physics-linked PET work are Lausanne University's 
recently been used for data acquisi- ESPRIT project is HARMONY, which Nuclear Physics Institute and the 
tion and on-line event reconstruction aims to develop the CHORUS Geneva Cantonal Hospital, 
for the CPLEAR experiment at operating system for real-time use. 
CERN's LEAR low energy antiproton CHORUS developments will be used 
ring. There is particular interest in in computing for Positron Emission 
running the experiment's large Tomography (PET). In the wake of 
FORTRAN programming codes on- George Charpak's invention of rapid 
line, in parallel. electronic detection techniques, PET 

CERN is the leading partner in a is another of the big particle physics 
second ESPRIT GPMIMD project, spin-off successes (April 1993, page 
GPMIMD-2, using the CS-2 high 1 )• Positrons (from neutron-deficient, 



EXPERIMENTAL NUCLEAR PHYSICS 
The Ohio State University 

FACULTY POSITION : The Department of Physics invites applications for a tenure track Assistant 
Professor position in experimental nuclear physics. The successful candidate, who should be 
capable of establishing an independent research program, would join an existing nuclear group. The 
present OSU group is comprised of three faculty members working typically with three postdoctoral 
fellows and about fifteen graduate students. Topics of current study include nuclear astrophysics, 
relativistic heavy ions, and spin variables in intermediate-energy charge exchange reactions. We 
are particularly interested in identifying strong candidates who would be able to augment our recent 
move into relativistic heavy-ion physics at such facilities as CERN and RHIC, but would encourage 
candidates in other subfields as well. A commitment to teaching is also required. 
Applicants should send their curriculum vitae and arrange for at least three persons who can provide 
a candid professional evaluation to submit references to : 

Professor Evan Sugarbaker 
Chair of the Search Committee 
The Ohio State University 
Department of Physics, 
COLUMBUS / OH 43210-1106 

Pending final adminstrative approval, the department hopes to fill this vacancy as early as Autumn, 
1994. For fullest consideration, applications should be received by April 1, 1994. 
The Ohio State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Qualified women, 
minorities, Vietnam-era Veterans, disabled veterans and individuals with disabilities are encouraged 
to apply. 

FACULTY POSITION 
HIGH-ENERGY THEORY 

INDIANA UNIVERSITY 

Applications are invited for a faculty position at 
the junior or senior level in high-energy theoreti
cal physics, available September 1, 1994. We 
seek outstanding candidates in any area of high-
energy theoretical physics who can demonstrate 
the ability to establish a vigorous research pro
gram and who have overlapping interests with 
the Indiana theory group. Each application should 
include a curriculum vitae, a description of re
search interests and accomplishments, and a 
list of publications. Candidates should also have 
at least three letters of reference sent to : High-
Energy Search Committee, Swain Hall West, 
Physics Department, Indiana University, 
Bloomington, IN 47405. 
Applications received before January 31 , 1994 
may receive preference. 
Indiana University is an Equal Opportunity/Af
firmative Action Employer. 

UNIVERSITY OF COPENHAGEN 
Niels Bohr Institute for 

Astronomy, Physics and Geophysics 
Associate Professorship in Experimental NuclearPhysics 
A position as associate professor (lektor) in experimental nuclear physics at 
the Niels Bohr Institute for Astronomy, Physics and Geophysics (NBIfAFG) 
will be open from March 1, 1994. 
Experimental nuclear physics research at the NBIfAFG is conducted in part 
at the tandem laboratory of the I nstitute, in part in laboratories throughout the 
world including CERN and Brookhaven National Laboratory. One group 
studies highspin physics and is deeply involved in the development and use 
of large solid angle high resolution gamma detectors, such as NORDBALL 
and EUROBALL. The NORDBALL system is in operation at the institute's 
tandem laboratory. A second group is engaged in experiments concerning 
isovector giant resonances, in particular the role of delta resonance excita
tion. The third group has started experimental research in high energy heavy 
ion physics at the Brookhaven AGS (experiment E866) and is planning for 
programs at RHIC (Brookhaven) and LHC at CERN. 
The chosen candidate is expected to take on a leading role in experimental 
research in one of the areas given above and must have documented 
experience in building up complex experiments. The chosen candidate is 
expected to participate in the University teaching program at all levels and 
in particular to contribute towards a new course in modern experimental 
nuclear physics at the graduate level. The language of undergraduate 
instruction is Danish, but English will be accepted for the first two years of 
the appointment. 
Applications should include a curriculum vitae, a complete list of publica
tions, copies of scientific publications, and further documentation which the 
applicant wishes to have considered, as well as a brief outline of proposed 
research. Information about teaching experience should also be enclosed. 
The material should be submitted in triplicate and should contain a full listing 
of the items submitted. After evaluation of the applicants' qualifications by 
a specially appointed Evaluation Committee, its report will be sent to all 
applicants. The Evaluation Committee may ask for supplementary material, 
which the applicant then must provide in the requested number of copies. 
Information about research plans, facilities and staff may be obtained from 
the Director, Professor Ole Hansen, Niels Bohr Institute for Astronomy, 
Physics and Geophysics, Blegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen 0 , Den
mark; telephone : +45 35325292, fax : +45 35431087, E-mail oleh @nbi.dk. 
The position will be under a continuing contract as agreed between the 
Confederation of Professional Unions and the Ministry of Education. The 
annual salary depends on seniority and ends at a maximum of 326,558 DKK. 
Applications should be made to the Rector of the University of Copenhagen, 
written in English, and mailed to the Faculty of Science, Panum Institute, 
Blegdamsvej 3, DK-2200 Copenhagen N, Denmark. Applications, in order 
to be considered, must have been received by the Faculty of Science no later 
than March 1, 1994. 
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